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Autumn term- WW2 Description 

Narrative unit- Narratives, stories with historical 
settings 

Watch short clip War and peace. Use verbs to show action. Act out the story before writing. Write 
a short story based in a wood. Use adjectives and adverbs to describe characters and action. To 
write a story ending.  

Non-fiction unit – Letter writing Introduce WAGOLL, identify the features. Write a letter to the head teacher. Write a persuasive 
letter about bullying. 

Narrative  unit- Dialogue and diary entries Use speech bubbles to plan a dialogue. Create their own dialogue between 2 people using speech 
marks. Write a diary entry from a soldier. Use the senses in writing and use first person. 

Non-fiction – non-chronological reports Read example of non-chronological report. Identify the features. Plan and write a non-
chronological report on spitfires.  

Non-fiction – chronological reports Read information on Winston Churchill. Identify the features of a chronological report. Write a 
biography.  

Non-fiction - instructions Demonstrate how windows were blacked out during the war. Look at imperative verbs. Write 
instructions for putting up blackout blinds.  

Poetry unit Metaphors and similes. Use 23 degrees 5 minutes to inspire descriptions. Write a poem including 
metaphors or similes. 

 

Spring term- Awesome authors (Lauren Child and 
Anthony Browne) 

Description 

Narrative unit- stories which raise issues or 
dilemmas 

Read Tunnel by Anthony Browne. Identify the emotions Rose is feeling. Participate in a conscience 
alley. Identify the links between fairy tales and tunnel. Write the story of what happens to Jack 
when he enters the tunnel. Read Gorilla. Who does the gorilla represent? Why does she imagaine 
doing those things with the gorilla. Write a description of where the gorilla would take them.  

Non-fiction – Newspaper reports Write a report about a gorilla and a girl being seen at different places all over the city. Look at 
examples of different newspaper reports. Look at headlines and alliteration. Use ICT to create their 
own newspaper page. 

Non-fiction- persuasive texts Persuade Jack to go down your tunnel. Look at persuasive devices. Write a persuasive letter. Write 
a letter to your mum or dad to persuade them to take you to the zoo.  

Poetry- creating images Read into the woods. Look at the images. Explore using words to create images. Write non-
rhyming poems.Read My Dad by Anthony Browne – use similes to describe someone important to 
them. Read a poem a day illustrated by Lauren Child. 
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Summer to follow 


